Federica Giovanella, a Post-Doctoral Fellow in Private Comparative Law at the University of Trento, has published her first solo monograph, an investigation of the "thorny issue" of how lower courts balance the users' right to informational privacy with the rights of copyright holders to enforce infringement actions.
Using this topic as a fascinating case study, Giovanella draws on experience from her PhD and background working in high-level European and Canadian research institutes to walk the reader though complex issues relating to the jurisprudence in three different legislatures -the US, Canada, and Italy. The US and Italy were chosen due to their size and influence on international law (Italy as an example within the EU), and Canada as tool for comparison between the two different constitutional systems. Throughout the work, the metaphor of weights, measures, and balances is used to great effect, especially given its focus on jurisprudence.
The most valuable contribution the book offers is a clear explanation of how judges in these locations attempt to balance different sets of rights in the new digital economy, and how judicial ideas relating to the importance of each right (copyright vs. informational privacy) can affect future legal thinking. By focusing on cases where copyright holders have requested personal information from ISPs relating to users accused of peer-to-peer and other illegal forms of filesharing, the arguments in this research can be expanded to cover other similar topical cases, for example relating to user generated content. This is especially important given the discussion to date in Europe about the liability of websites that host potentially infringing material.
The argument is structured clearly around an introductory chapter and literature review (Chapter 1), which, given the author's focus on balance, is well answered by her conclusions in Chapter 5. The internal meat of the book is provided in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, in which she describes in detail the legislation in her chosen countries in relation to copyright and file-sharing (Chapter 2) and data protection (Chapter 3). To round out this analysis detailed case histories, which relate to copyright holders requesting personal information relating to potential infringers from ISPs, are laid out in Chapter 4. These demonstrate that, at least in these locations, when judges have been asked to balance the scales between copyright and privacy, it is privacy that is deemed the more weighty of the two rights.
A clear, concise overview of knowledge in this area of the philosophy of law is given in Chapter 1, drawing on reading from esteemed jurists such as Dworkin, Barak, Aleinikoff, and Alexy.
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The overview is clearly broken into sections explaining how the author envisages the idea of "balancing rights" and how academic thought has covered it in the past in the specified locations. This approach builds a precise understanding that enables the reader to follow the author through the explanation of how courts handle the specific conflict at hand in order to arrive at her proposed hypothesis of a new form of "conceptual balancing", whereby the constitutional conception of each right should be central to the discussion of its importance when balancing it against other rights.
This form of balancing is important since Giovanella explains how this area of normative, indistinct decision-making has created conflicts that are left open and without well-defined boundaries or rules for judges to follow. In order to solve this conundrum, it is shown that judges in all courts (including lower courts) have needed to weigh the importance of the interests at stake. The examination of exactly how this balance has been made is where this work is situated. A similar analysis is carried out in Chapter 3 in relation to personal data protection legislation, in another well-written analysis. The author explains the difference between privacy law and personal data protection/informational privacy (p. 137). She states her belief that informational privacy is the most important form, given the prevalence of the Internet and the fact physical privacy often relies upon informational privacy. This is followed by a discussion of how each of the three jurisdictions protects privacy within its constitution and its laws, before turning to an area of potential controversy: the consent of the data subject regarding the processing of sensitive information.
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Giovanella refers to consent as "one of the cornerstones of all Italian and Canadian legislation" (p. 190) . This section demonstrates her belief that data subjects should be endowed with the ability to choose exactly how their data is disclosed, as a form of "empowerment" (p. 138). The chapter finishes with an explanation of how differently the data The outcome of the analysis is that America is the friendliest location for copyright holders to litigate in, because their rights tend to prevail over user rights. Italy and Canada seem to fall the other way, where decisions tend to favour the privacy rights of users. In all cases, individual judicial interpretation of the legislation is given a lot of sway, which may lead to inconsistent results and a concurrent effect on legal certainty in this area.
Giovanella concludes her research in Chapter 5, where she returns to her idea of the "conception" of the two rights (p. 296), and her claim that the birth and development of these rights have had an effect on how important judges believe them to be when attempting to balance them. America and Italy are paired in relation to the relatively strong protection of their copyright legislation, while Italy is paired with Canada because of the potency of their information privacy laws. The final section of the work concludes with Giovanella's agreement with the statement from prominent privacy scholars that "EU law views privacy as a fundamental right, while the US considers it one interest that is balanced against others" (p. 305).
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In conclusion, this was a very informative work in a developing area of law. Through a detailed reading of this book, it seems it would be most useful to academic readers in the fields of jurisprudence and intellectual property law, especially those with a comparative strand to their research (although this reader has no doubt privacy scholars may also find it fascinating). The to-the-point analysis of how copyright has developed in these countries in the face of filesharing infringers and the shadow of informational privacy law, through an examination of the jurisprudential ley-lines that run underneath, gives this work a unique and valuable structure. It would be interesting to see this research updated to reflect the impact of both the Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market and the GDPR.
